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TiiesfS D/fJ ^J

ABSTRACT

The shorter half-life of a two-component beta decay-

was determined. Natural silver was activated with thermal

1 n ft 1 inneutrons to produce isotopes Ag ^° and Ag . The

shorter half-life decay (that of Ag-'-^'-') was isolated from

1 n ftthat of Ag ^° by measuring the decay of only the higher

energy betas associated with AgHO. Because a large

portion of the energy spectrum was excluded, pile-up

corrections were necessary. The half-life was also determin-

ed using the more conventional two-component method. The

single-component method yielded a half-life of 23.26 + .03

seconds compared with 23.43 + -^h seconds determined by

the two-component method. (Only statistical uncertainties

are shown above.) The techniques used for making pile-up

corrections are described, and systematic errors are

discussed. This investigation indicates that accurate half-

life determinations can be obtained with the single-component

method.
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I. INTRODUCTION .

A conventional method for determining the half-life of

one beta decay nuclide in the presence of another nuclide

with an appreciable longer beta decay half-life, is to record

the composite decay counts and to mathematically separate

the two decay modes, thus yielding the half-lives of both

modes. Some of the limitations on the statistical accuracy

of the short half-life determined by the above method can

be avoided if it is feasible to eliminate the longer half-life

component from the decay counts. In this investigation the

shorter half -life component had the higher of the two beta

energies. By detecting only those betas above the maximum

long-lived beta energy, a separation of the short-lived

component was effected. However, even those high-energy

betas initially detected comprise only a small fraction of the

total composite beta spectrum.

In spite of the smaller counting rate ( compared with

detection of the entire composite spectrum) when detecting

only the high-energy betas, the resulting statistical accuracy

of the short half-life determined in this manner can be

somewhat better than that of the short half-life determined

in the conventional manner from the composite decay. How-

ever, there is no advantage in this single-component method

when seeking an accurate half -life value, unless other

possible errors are properly accounted for. Consequently,

7



this investigation is primarily concerned with properly-

accounting for the systematic errors associated "with the

above described single-component method of measuring the

shorter half-life.

The short half-life was also determined by the more

conventional method of detecting and analyzing the two-

component decay. Agreement between the two methods thus

constitutes a demonstration of the validity of the single— •

component technique.

A natural silver sample containing isotopes 10? and 109

was irradiated with thermal neutrons in the core of an AGN

201 Reactor and rapidly transferred by means of a pneumatic

( 1)transfer system to the detector site. The beta

particles emitted in the decay of the activated sample were

detected using a Europium doped Calcium Fluoride scintillation

crystal with photomultiplier tube and associated electronics.

The decay counts were stored in a multichannel scaler.

When activated by thermal neutrons, natural silver gives rise

to two radioactive isotopes, (108 and 110), which decay with

maximum beta particle energies of 1.65 MeV and 2.8? MeV

respectively. (See Figure 1 for simplified decay schemes.)

The currently published half-lives of these decays are

10 8
2.42 + .02 minutes for Ag and 24.5 + .3 seconds for

^gll0(2)_

The single-component method of measurement consisted

8
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of counting only those pulses from the amplifier correspond-

ing to beta particle energies of 1.9 MeV or greater. This

was accomplished by pulse height discrimination using a

single-channel pulse-height analyzer. In this way, only beta

particles emitted by Ag-^-'-'-', the shoipt half -life isotope, were

selected for the multichannel scaler. The relatively high

discriminator setting on the pulse-height analyzer used in the

measurement above made it necessary to correct the data

for pile-up. Pile-up results when two beta particles are

detected by the scintillation counter within a time called

the pile-up time. The amplifier circuit is unable to resolve

the two incoming pulses in this time and its output is a

single pulse equal to the sum of the two incoming pulses.

The magnitude of this new pulse may now be of sufficient

amplitude to exceed the discriminator level and be erroneously

counted as a higher energy pulse. Three steps were

employed in order to determine the pile-up correction. First,

the effective pile-up time was calculated using measurements

on Cs -^
' sources of varying strengths. Second, pulse-

height spectrum measurements were made on silver from

which it was possible to deduce the composite beta spectrum

of the silver sample as a function of time. Third, the

time varying spectrum was used along with the pile-up time

to determine the number of pile-up counts which occured

during a given time interval. These counts were then

10



subtracted from the raw decay counts before final analysis

was performed.

The second more conventional method was used to

measure the decay of Ag -^^ for the purpose of demonstrat-

ing the validity of the previous method. In this method the

discriminator of the pulse-height analyzer was set at a

minimum value so that beta particles of both isotopes were

selected for counting. Pile-up corrections, although far

less significant than in the first method, were also applied

to this data.

Each set of corrected data was then least-squares

fitted to an appropriately assumed mode of decay. The

calculations were carried out by the FRANTIC computer

110program. Average values of the half-life of Ag ^ deter-

mined by the two methods were consistent to within 0.?^.

The disagreement is believed to be due to systematic errors

to be discussed in Section IV.

In order to perform this experiment certain modifica-

tions of existing equipment were necessary. An air-tight,

light-tight beta detection assembly built around the CaFpC Eu)

crystal was installed permitting the uncovered lower face of

the crystal to be placed directly over the activated sample

and accomodate the pneumatically controlled sample holder

(rabbit). A method was also devised to yield positive

indication that the sample was in the same location in the

11



reactor core for each activation. The above modifications

and others described in Section III resulted in efficient

beta particle detection. Also decay counts -were recorded

with a minimum loss of time following activation and with a

maximum reproducibility of activation for different data runs

12



II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS .

The values of the half-lives and their statistical

estimators of standard deviation determined by FRANTIC

are given below. These estimators are purely statistical

in nature and do not account for the much larger systematic

errors discussed in Sections IV, and VI. The average

values of half-life are weighted averages. The methods for

determination of these averages and the final estimator of

standard deviation for each average are explained in refer-

ence ( 3 ) •

FRANTIC OUTPUT

One Component Runs

Run Half-Life Ag
( seconds)

110

1 23.188
2 23.187
3 23.450
k 23.243
5 23.378
6 23.430

Average 23.26

Estimator of
Standard Deviation

( seconds)

.064

.059

.103

.077

.112

.095
0.03

13



Two Components Runs

Run Half.-Life Aj

( seconds)

7 23.381
8 23.479
9 23.i+73

10 23.14-87

11 23.295
12 23.462

Average 23.43

110

Run

7
8

9
10

11

12

Average

Half-Life A^
( seconds)

141.452
141.255
141.361
141.256
141.317
142.128

108

Estimator of
Standard Deviation

( seconds

)

.109

.089

.085

.079

.077

.085

.04

Estimator of
Standard Deviation

( seconds

)

.410

.323

.299

.271

.277

.310

.13141.45

Clii-square Test

The Chi-square test was applied to each of the above

runs substituting the product of the degrees-of-freedom and

the weighted-variance-of-f it as given by FRANTIC, for

Ciii-square. A confidence level of 0.05 "was chosen, and

run 7 was discarded from further consideration based on this

criterion. The averages listed do not include this run.

References (3) and (4) are recommended for a more detailed

discussion of "goodness-of-f it" as applied to this investigation.

Average Half-Lives

One Component Ag110 T 1/2" 23.26 + .03 sec

14



110Two Component Ag T, =23-43 + -01+ sec

Two Component Ag-'"°® T . / = 12^1 .45 + . 13 sec

15
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III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS .

EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

By means of a high speed pneumatic transfer system,

a rabbit composed of balsa wood and polyethylene, onto

which the silver sample was fastened, was transported from

the counting area to the center of the reactor core, a

region of high neutron flux. In this region the sample was

activated with a slow neutron flux of 2.8x10 neutrons/cm -

sec. for a period of two minutes with a reactor power

level of 0.63 watts. (Two minutes is the time which will

110optimize the activity of the short-lived Ag with respect

1 Dft
to that of the longer-lived Ag . ) The sample was then

forced out of the reactor core by a positive pressure and

seated under the detector assembly.

The detector assembly consisted of a 1/8 inch thick,

2 inch diameter, CaF^C Eu) scintillation crystal optically

coupled with an EMi/US 9536B photomultiplier tube. The

output of the photomultiplier tube was fed to a preamplifier,

(5)followed by an amplifier and a single-channel analyzer

The output of the analyzer was then fed to a multichannel

scaler.

In addition to the single-channel analyzer (described

above) which selected the pulses for decay counting, there

was a second single-channel analyzer paralleling the first.

The discriminator of this second analyzer was set at a

16



minimum value which corresponded to 0.35 MeV energy. The

recording of counts in the scaler wliich followed this analyzer

was initiated at the same instant the rabbit "was fired from

the reactor. The total counts recorded by this scaler for

a standard interval of time constituted a measure of the

source strength for a particular irradiation of the silver

sample. Thus, the relative source strengths of different

irradiations of the silver sample "were accurately kno"wn in

terms of these "monitor" readings.

ENERGY CALIBRATION

Prior to each run the pulse height spectrum of a

137Cs source "was recorded. The spectrum "was recorded

in 256 channels of the pulse-height analyzer. The high

voltage po"wer supply "was subsequently adjusted, if necessary,

so that the conversion electron peak ( taken approximately as

.64 MeV) appearing in the cesium spectrum, "was centered in

channel 45 of the pulse-height analyzer. A typical Cs -^

'

spectrum is sho"wn in Figure 7 in Section VI. A discussion

of the spectrum is also included in Section VI.

A second check of the energy calibration at a higher

energy "was made by utilizing the end point of the I.65 MeV

beta spectrum of Ag-'-'-'". A secondary silver sample "was

activated by slo"w neutrons and after a 4 minute wait, so

110that Ag had decayed to a negligible level, a pulse-height

spectrum was recorded. A proper energy calibration required

17



that the beta spectrum end point of I.65 MeV appear

approximately at channel 120. These two pulse-height

spectral measurements were made to ensure reproducibility

of electronic settings for each decay run.

DECAY MEASUREMENTS

Two methods were used to measure the decay of the

silver sample. In the first method a high discriminator

setting on the single-channel pulse-height analyzer was used

so that only those higher energy pulses greater than 1.9 MeV

from the short-lived component, would be recorded. In the

second method a much lower discriminator setting was used

so that both the short and long half-life components were

recorded. A total of twelve data runs were made, six for

each method, with the same sample being used in all runs.

Single-Component

With this method, the integral discriminator dial of

the single-channel pulse-height analyzer was set at a reading

which corresponded to an energy of 1.9 MeV, which is well

above the maximum long-lived beta energy of I.65 MeV. The

raw counts were recorded in 128 channels of a multichannel

scaler set for two seconds per channel. Counting began at

the instant the rabbit was fired from the reactor core.

However, because the rabbit was not seated for the full

period of the first two seconds of counting, the data in the

first channel was not used in the analysis. The rabbit's

18



transit time is estimated to be a small fraction of a

second. Monitor readings were recorded for these decay

runs

.

Double-Component

With this method the integral discriminator dial was

set at a minimum which corresponded to 0.35 MeV energy.

Both the 1.65 MeV and 2.87 MeV beta components were

counted and recorded in 512 channels of the multichannel

scaler with two seconds per channel. Monitor readings

were also recorded for these decay runs.

CORRECTION MEASUREMENTS

Pile-up Time Measurements

Four Cs 37 sources of widely differing strengths were

prepared for these measurements. These sources were

mounted on aluminum planchets which were held in place

beneath the beta detector by a specially designed source

holder. The gain of the detector system was adjusted so

that essentially the upper limit of the Cs -^
' spectrum came

at channel I30 out of a total of 256 channels of the pulse-

height analyzer. (See Section VI for a discussion of the

spectrum.) The pulse-height spectrum was determined

using the weakest cesium source so that the dead time losses

in the pulse-height analyzer would be minimized. The losses

during this measurement were (3«0 + 1.0)^. The pile-up

effect for each of the sources was measured by a single-

19



channel analyzer whose discriminator setting corresponded

to channel number li+O on the pulse-height spectrum

.

Monitor counts to determine relative source strengths were

taken for all four sources using a minimum discriminator

setting. See Section VI for a detailed discussion of the

use of the measurements taken in this section.

Pile-up Correction Measurements

In order to apply the pile-up corrections, the compo-

site beta energy spectrum of silver had to be known as a

function of time. To accomplish this, two measurements

of the silver beta energy spectrum were taken. For the

first measurement, the silver sample was irradiated for

2 minutes at . 1 watts, and a pulse-height spectrum was

immediately recorded using 256 channels of the pulse-height

analyzer. The lower power (compared to the power for a

decay measurement) was used to reduce pulse-height analyzer

dead time losses. For the second measurement, the silver

sample was irradiated for 2 minutes at O.63 watts, the

same as for a regular decay measurement, and a pulse-

height spectrum was recorded beginning l\. minutes after the

end of irradiation. This enabled the short-lived component

to decay for 10 half-lives, and, therefore, allowed us to

determine the spectrum of the longer-lived Ag ^°. The

usual monitor readings at a minimum discriminator setting

20



were taken for one minute on both runs. A more detailed

discussion of the use of these measurements is given in

Section VI.

Dead Time Measurements

The t-wo-source method was used to determine the

dead time of the multichannel scaler (See Section IV for

the equation used. ) The gamma radiation from two approx-

imately equal Cs -^ sources was detected by a scintillation

( 5)counter with a Nal(Tl) crystal . The amplifier output

pulses were very nearly identical in shape and time duration

to those from the CaFo(E'J-) beta detector used in measur-

ing the silver decay. Therefore, it was assumed that the

dead time of the multichannel scaler determined by the

gamma pulses would differ little from a comparable determin-

ation using the beta detector.

Background

Background measurements were made prior to each

decay run, using the same integral discriminator setting as

for the decay run.

MISCELLANEOUS MEASUREMENTS

Activation of a Blank Rabbit

A rabbit, similar in every respect to the one containing

the silver sample, but without any silver attached, was

irradiated in a manner identical to that for the silver decay

runs. The resulting activity from this blank rabbit

21



recorded for the discriminator settings used in the two

types of regular runs was determined to be negligible

compared to that of the rabbit with the silver sample.

Check on Timing Interval Calibration of
Multichannel Scaler

To check the accuracy of the two second interval per

channel of the multichannel scaler, a 10 KC signal from a

crystal-controlled oscillator with a rated output specifica-

tion of lOOKC + one cycle/second at 50 C was fed into

the multichannel scaler and counted. Based on this measure-

ment, the time interval was found to be in error by less

than 0.005^.

22



IV. ANALYSIS OF DATA .

PRINCIPAL CALCULATIONS

Pile-Up

If two beta particles are detected by the scintillation

counter within a time called the pile-up time, the amplifying

circuit is iinable to resolve the resultant pulses and there-

fore produces a single pulse whose height is equal to the

sum of the two individual pulse heights. For the decay

measurements utilizing an integral discriminator setting, two

pulses normally not counted may combine into a single pulse

which contributes an extra output pulse from the discrimina-

tor.

Pile-up is the predominant error occurring in the

single-component decay measurement since the discriminator

setting is such that initially, approximately 90^ of all pulses

in the silver spectrum are rejected. An appreciable portion

of those pulses which are counted may arise from pile-up

between pulses which normally would be below the discrimina-

tor setting. Descriptions of the techniques for determining

the pile-up time and corrections to the decay data are given

in detail in Section VI. Corrections for pile-up were

applied to the compiled raw data points by the use of the

computer program, ADDUP, described in Appendix 2.

23



Dead Time

The dead time loss most significantly affects the two-

component decay measurement. The dead time for the

equipment used in the decay measurements was determined

by the two-source method as described in Section II. The

following formula, which is accurate to within one per cent

for counting rates typical in this measurement, was used

to calculate the dead time:

V d = --M^

A = n^ + n^ - n^2 - n^

n^ = counting rate of source 1

n = counting rate of source 2
2

n
12

counting rate of sources 1 &- 2

n, = background counting rate

Two sets of data were taken, and the resulting average dead

time was determined to be:

"^\ = (2.5 + -2) X 10"" seconds

where the uncertainty quoted is based only on the statistical

uncertainties of the measurements. The calculation of dead

time corrections to the decay data was carried out by the

FRANTIC computer program. The dead time correction was

applied to input data already corrected for pile-up. For

both types of decay runs, the maximum error in a final

24



corrected decay-data point introduced by this procedure

is estimated to be less than 0.05^.

Final Half-Life Calculation

The FRANTIC Program for Analysis of Exponential

Growth and Decay Curves^ ^' was used exclusively for the

dead time correction of data and determination of half-lives.

This program takes raw decay counts as input and fits the

counting rates (corrected for dead time) by least squares

analysis to an assumed mode of decay which is in general

the sum of exponential decays. The output of the program

includes the computed half-lives and their standard deviations,

an analysis of the deviations of the data points, and a

computed value of Chi-square. The results are listed in

Section II.

Background

The background counting rate was measured prior to

commencement of each run. This background rate was

then normally applied as an input to the FRANTIC program.

However, the assumption of the invariance of the background

during the decay of the sample was tested for all of the

two-component runs by allowing FRANTIC to compute the

background as a component. In all cases the measured back-

ground was within the statistical uncertainty of the computed

background. These results verified the original assumption

that the decay consisted of a constant component and two

25



exponentially decaying components. A similar analysis of

background invariance was not carried out for the one-

component runs since the measured background counting

rates were all considered to be negligible.

ERROR ANALYSIS

Possible sources of error include instabilities in

electronic components (including the detector), impurities in

the sample, Least Squares Analysis (FRANTIC), statistical

errors in counts, statistical and systematic errors in pile-up

and dead times, background and timing uncertainties, and

the number of data points used in the analysis.

Impurities in the Sample

The silver used as a sample was 99*999^ pure when

procured. However, when being rolled into a strip for

attachment to the rabbit, there is a possibility that impurities

were picked up. Although the effect on beta-active impurities

is believed to be negligible, gamma-active impurities may

partially account for the disagreement in the results of the

two methods and for their disagreement with the published

values. The efficiency of the scintillation counter for

detecting gammas is somewhat higher than the usual beta

detector because of the thickness (1/8") of the CaFp( Eu)

crystal. FRANTIC is incapable of resolving the effect of a

small impurity such as this.

26



Least Squares Analysis (FRANTIC)

There is a possibility of an error inherent in the

FRANTIC program although this seems unlikely. Statistical

weighting of the data points was used in the FRANTIC

Least Squares Analysis, which is normal practice. One

might suspect that this would lead to a different result

from unit weighting, for example. However, past experience

indicates that the type of weighting used in the least squares

analysis has little effect on the half-life results. (Private

communication from Rodeback, G.W.)

Pile-Up Time and Dead Time

The statistical error associated with the measurement

of the dead time (8^) was found to correspond to 0.1^

error in the AgHO half-life for the one-component runs and

0.2^ error in this half-life for the two-component runs.

Because the dead time was determined using a gamma

detector (Section VI), there is a possibility of a systematic

error in the dead time of the order of 10^.

The statistical and systematic errors associated with

the measurements for pile-up time should be less than the

statistical error for the dead time. A possible systematic

error of 20% has been assumed for the pile-up time (See

Section VI). This corresponds to about a 0.3^ change in the

110Ag half-life as determined by the one-component runs.
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Background and Timing Uncertainties

The effect of uncertainty in background was analyzed

by computing half-lives "with FRANTIC with input values

of background rates 50% and 1^0% of the measured back-

ground rates. The effect on the half -life value was found

to be negligible for both of the background values.

The uncertainty in the timing interval is known to be

less than one part in 20,000 from the 10 KC calibration

measurement. When this uncertainty was introduced into

the FRANTIC input the final effect on the half-life value

was negligible.

Number of Data Points

The sensitivity of the short half-life and its standard

deviation as computed by FRANTIC, to the number of input

data-points was tested. The ADDUP program was used to

compile original raw-count-data into a specified number of

input points. These input points always applied to the same

overall time interval of measurement. The run with the

smallest standard deviation for the shorter half-life was

selected from the single and from the double-component

decays, to be analyzed in this manner.

For the single-component decay 57, 38, 31, 28, 23

and 11 input data-points were used. A tendency toward a

minimum standard deviation of the half-life was noticed in

the vicinity of 30 points although the total variation in the

28



half-life value was less than 0.1^. In the double-component

decay analysis 250, 125, 100, 50 and 25 points -were used.

There "was no apparent trend in the standard deviation of

the shorter half-life, and the observed variation in half-

life value was even less than in the single-component runs.

It -was concluded that the FRANTIC program is not

sensitive to the number of good input data-points, the

total of which cover the same total time interval. The

timing interval of eight seconds per data-point ( correspond-

ing to 28 points for single-component runs and 125 points

for double-component runs) that was chosen as the final data

input to FRANTIC, resulted in half-life determinations

whose standard deviations were not appreciably different

from the optimum attainable (purely on the basis of statistical

uncertainties) .

Starting Time for Input Data

It was desirable to ascertain the effect of deleting

some of the initial data-points on the various half-life

determinations. For single-component runs the average

value of the short half-life increased by .07 seconds when

a starting time of t=20 seconds was used instead of t=2

seconds. For double-component runs the average value of

the short half—life increased .04 seconds and the average

value of the long half-life decreased .01 seconds when a

starting time of t=20 seconds was used instead of t=2
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seconds. It was concluded that the actual starting time

used had little effect on the resulting half-life determina-

tions. A starting time of t=20 seconds was used for the

calculation of the half-lives reported in Section II.

Instabilities in Electronic Components

The photomultiplier tube ( EMi/US 9536B ) used in

this investigation was especially chosen for its excellent

stability with respect to large changes in count rate.

Special measurements in the past with a comparable

EMI tube and comparable electronic equipment have indicated

negligible overall gain shift in the detector system during

the period of time required for decay runs. For this

investigation checks on the energy calibration following a

series of decay runs indicated no appreciable changes from

the initial energy calibration made prior to decay runs.
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V. EQUIPMENT .

The equipment just external to the reactor shield,

existing prior to the start of this investigation, was

designed primarily for the detection of gammas from short-

lived nuclides. Consequently, it was necessary to design and

build a new beta detector assembly and a modified pneumatic

transfer system in order to measure short-lived beta

activity. Some new control features for the pneumatic

system were also incorporated into the modifications. And

an electronic, automatic control circuit for operation of

the pneumatic transfer system was successfully bench

tested.

BETA DETECTOR ASSEMBLY

The beta detector assembly is located outside the

reactor at the end of the pneumatic transfer tube. This

assembly (see Figure 2) was designed and constructed to

provide a means for securing a CaF^CEu) scintillation

crystal to the photomultiplier tube and so that the scintilla-

tion counter was placed directly above the termination of

the pneumatic transfer tube. Reference (7) gives detailed

specifications of the CaFp( Eu) crystal. The aluminum

shield and clamping devices shown in the figure are joined to

each other, and the lower clamping device to the base (in

Figure 2) by threaded joints. These clamping devices and

shield serve three main purposes:
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Figure 2. BETA DETECTOR ASSEMBLY
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1. They clamp the photomultiplier tube, Lucite light

pipe, and crystal together to provide good

optical coupling.

2. They secure the entire assembly to the base.

There is an "O" ring in the base around the

opening in the pneumatic tube which bears on the

crystal and provides a pressure seal for the

system

.

3 . They act as light shields to ensure that the

entire assembly is light-tight.

RABBIT

The previously existing rabbit specifications are

explained by Little . This existing design had to be

modified for two reasons.

1. The activated silver sample was directly exposed

to the CaFp( Eu) crystal to eliminate unwanted

absorption of emitted beta particles.

2. The rabbit had to incorporate a spike on the rear

for mating with the center section of the

pneumatic transfer system which will be discussed

below

.

The first requirement was met by rolling the silver

sample into a band 3 mils thick and 3/32" wide. This band

was then fastened ( Dix;o Cement) flush with the rabbit

surface so that it completely encircled the mid-portion.
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See Figure 3 for a side view of the rabbit. The second

requirement was met by affixing a polyethylene base to

the rabbit with "Duco Cement." This base has a spike

which is slightly larger in diameter than the inside diameter

of the nylon grip described below. See Figure 3 fo^^ a

side view of the spiked base on the rabbit.

CENTER SECTION

As previously mentioned some method had to be

devised to ensure that the rabbit was held in the same

position in the maximum flux region of the reactor core for

each run. Further, a positive indication that the rabbit

was in position was required. These requirements were

realized in the present design of the center section of the

pneumatic system. (See Figure 4)

That part of the pneumatic system which is inside the

reactor and shield consists of two aluminum pipes and the

center section. The assembly of the two pipes and center

section is inserted into the gloryiiole liner which is an

aluminum pipe with an inside diameter of I5/I6 inch. The

front pipe of the pneumatic system which extends from the

reactor shield to the center section has an outside diameter

of 7/8 inch. The back pipe of the system which extends from

the reactor shield to the center section has an outside

diameter of 3/4 inch. This back pipe is insulated from the

glory-hole liner by polyethylene rings. The nylon divider
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forms the bulk of the device, serves as a base, and

insulates the front and back pipes from one another. It

is threaded and fitted with "O" rings on both ends so as

to form an air-tight, rigid, and insulated junction between

the two aluminum pipes of the pneumatic system. The

nylon grip consisting of 1+ flexible fingers is screwed as a

subassembly into the divider. The inside diameter of the

grip receptical is slightly smaller than the outside diameter

of the rabbit spike* Thin aluminum wires lead to the outer

portions of the fingers of the nylon grip and lead through

the divider to contact points which connect with the rear

aluminum pipe.

When the rabbit is fired into the reactor core the

polyethylene spike on the rear of the rabbit becomes

securely lodged in the flexible grip. At the same time the

electrical contacts in the grip are forced outward and

contact is made with the front transfer pipe. This

completes the circuit shown in the figure and a positive

indication is given on the ohmmeter that the rabbit is located

at the maximum flux position of the reactor core.

SOURCE HOLDER

An aluminum source holder was designed and constructed.

This was used for reproducible positioning beneath the detector

137of various Cs sources used in the experiment.
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CONTROL OF PNEUM,^TIC SYSTEM

A complete cycle of the rabbit is best described

with the aid of Figure 5. The rabbit is placed into the

pneumatic tube manually at the counting position by

temporarily removing a brass seat assembly at the forward

end of the tube. The valves shown are manually operated

by switches. The rear-vacuum valve which evacuates from

the rear portion of the tube is opened. The return-air

valve is then opened so that atmospheric pressure forces

the rabbit into the center section of the system. After

about one second, the return-air switch is released,

closing the return-air valve. Next, the front-vacuum valve

is opened (Note: rear-vacuum valve is still open) to vacuum,

and the entire tube is now more completely evacuated. A

few seconds prior to the end of the predetermined activa-

tion time the two vacuum valves are closed. Then at the

end of the predetermined activation time the "fire" valve at

the rear of the tube is opened, releasing an air pressure of

15 pounds per square inch against the rear of the rabbit.

This forces the rabbit back into the counting position within

a small fraction of a second. The "fire" switch which opens

the "fire" valve also has other functions, as described below.

After the rabbit is seated in the counting position, a

bleeder valve may be momentarily opened reducing the

pressure in the tube to atmospheric.
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ADDITIONAL, ELECTRICAL SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS

The number of functions of some of the switches

used in the electrical control system for the solenoid valves

described above were increased. The corresponding modifica-

tions resulted in an accurate and reproducible timing of

activation of the sample, together with a precise initiation

of two pulse counting circuits. An electric timer was

actuated by the momentarily closed air-return solenoid switch

through a holding relay. Thus, the timer was started

simultaneously with the entrace of the rabbit into the

reactor core. This timer was used to time sample activa-

tion. After the predetermined activation time, the "fire"

switch was manually thrown for about one second. This

switch opened a high-pressure solenoid valve at the rear of

the pneumatic system. The high-pressure air then forced

the rabbit out of the core to the detector assembly. Two

other functions were also carried out by the "fire" switch:

1. The monitor scaler and associated timer were

actuated by the "fire" switch, by means of

another holding relay. This caused monitor count-

ing to begin simultaneously with removal of the

rabbit from the core.

2. The momentary closing of the "fire" switch was

also used to initiate the operation of the multi-

channel scaler by means of a special pulse-forming
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circuit. Thus, the multichannel scaler was

started at the instant the rabbit was removed

from the reactor core.

AUTOMATIC TIMING AND CONTROL CIRCUIT

The control circuit shown in Figure 6 was designed

to automatically remove the rabbit from the reactor after

a predetermined activation time. The circuit was designed

and a prototype was constructed and bench tested. This

control system was considered feasible but was not incorpora-

ted into the pneumatic transfer system.

The control circuit was designed around Fairchild

integrated circuits including: the 90029 buffer, the 91429

two-input gate, the 92329 flip-flop, and the 92729 inverter.

These circuit elements are shown on the circuit diagram as

900, 914, 923, and 927 respectively.

The input to the control circuit can be any pulse with

relatively sharp leading and trailing edges. For this applica-

tion a 10 KC signal was fed into a 4 decade scaler. An

output pulse rate of one pulse per second was fed from the

scaler, into the control circuit. The input is only effective

under the clear condition of the counter ( upper row of

923's) which would exist only if the rabbit is in the grip

of the center section (Figure 4) •

The desired sample activation time is determined in

seconds, and this time, minus one second, (called the set
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count) is set iri binary numbers on the five flip-flop circuits

in the upper half of the diagram. (The time base could be

increased from one second in powers of 2 by adding flip-

flops between the input and the first flip-flop of the diagram

The present activation time capability of 32 seconds could

be extended by adding flip-flops and gates to the left of the

top line of 923's.) On the set count the vacuum circuit

flip-flop experiences a falling voltage and cuts transistor Ql

off which in turn closes the vacuum relays and solenoids,

sealing the system under a vacuum. On the set count plus

one the flip-flop of the fire circuit experiences a falling

voltage and, hence, forces transistor Q2 into saturation

opening the fire relay and solenoid. The rabbit is then

forced by compressed air out of the nylon grip, at which

time all elements are preset returning Ql to saturation and

Q2 to cutoff. The circuit is now prepared for another

cycle^^^
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VI. DETERMINATION OF PILE-UP CORRECTIONS .

DETERMINATION OF PILE-UP TIME

The effective pile-up time of the circuitry employed

in recording the beta decay of silver was determined with

the use of the beta activity of Cs ^' sources. The

strengths of the four sources used were such that the

counting rates ranged from approximately i+00 c/sec to

40,000 c/sec. The discussion which follows describes the

measurements which were made and the analysis that was

used.

Consider Figure 7, which is the observed pulse-height

spectrum (using the multi-channel analyzer) obtained from

the weakest of the above-mentioned sources. This spectrum

is also assumed to represent the shape which would be

obtained for any of the Cs -^
' sources used.

In what follows, channel numbers will simetimes be

used to specify the energy or energy ranges of pulses in

various regions of the spectrum. The spectrum peak,

somewhat below channel 130, originates from the K and L

conversion electrons, as well as from the 0.667 MeV gamma

137
pulses from the Ba -^ decay, the latter being detected by

the relatively thick (for betas) CaFp(Eu) scintillation .

crystal.

Although the spectrum has almost negligible amplitude

above channel I30, for sufficiently strong Cs -^ ' sources
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an integral discriminator setting corresponding to channel

li+O will yield a measureable counting rate. This counting

rate is assumed to consist of three components: pile-up

pulses produced principally by pulses between channels 10

and 130 , background pulses of greater amplitude than

channel li+O , and beta particles from the high-energy portion

of the relatively weak intensity 1.1? MeV beta transition

of Csl37'O •

137For a given Cs source let n represent the total

counting rate in the interval of the pulse height spectrum

from channels IO-I3O; and let m be the experimentally

determined counting rate with an integral discriminator

setting corresponding to channel II4.O . The three contributions

to m are now represented by:

(1) rA =T Fn^ + Bn + C
p

where ^ is the pile-up time which is to be determined, B

is the ratio of the portion of the 1.17 MeV beta spectrum

counting rate lying above channel li+O to n, and C is the

observed background counting rate above channel li+O . B can

also be determined from the analysis. The first term^ on the

right side of the equation thus represents the pile-up counting

rate above channel li+O

.

137
* Five percent of the total Cs beta decays are contributed
by this high-energy beta'"'*
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In brief, all the quantities except "^ and B in

equation (1) are measured or independently calculated (F

is a factor that is calculated with the use of the spectrum).

Therefore, by taking measurements using 1>7o or more

sources that give appreciable pile-up counts, these two

quantities, 'T' and B, can be calculated using equation (1).
P

DETERMINATION OF F

Assuming that the given Cs spectrum (Figure 7)

applies for a given source strength, the pile-up counting

rate for an integral discriminator setting corresponding to

channel li+O can be calculated in terms of t • If the
P

amplitude of the spectrum is assumed to be negligible from

channels 130 to 140, then only pulses "within the interval of

channels 10 to 130 contribute to this pile-up rate.

In the following derivation the pulse energy (i.e., the

abcissa of Figure 7) is treated as a continuous variable.

The ordinate variable will be called N (E'), the counting rate

per unit energy interval of the spectrum (lying between

channels 10 and 130), the pulses of which are capable of

yielding pile-up pulses. Thus N (E') dE' represents the

counting rate of those pulses lying between E' and

E' + dE' and N (E") dE" represents the counting rate of

those pulses lying between E" and E" + dE".

6 is defined to be the time interval during which it

is possible for two different pulses to combine into a single
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pulse whose height is t:he sum of rhe two individual pulse

heights. Now, consider a small finite time interval Ail>LpJ
e

N(E")dE'Z^t is nhe number of pulses from dE' in time /^"C, and

'T^ N(E')dE'^t is the total time available for pile-up during At.
P

Thus trN(E')dE'AtrN(E")dE"l is the total number of
p u -J

pile-up counts between the two energy intervals during the time

At and, X1n( E') dE'N( E")dE" is the average pile-up count rate

over the interval At.

Thus for a given interval from E' to E'+dE' the total

pile-up rate is seen zo bet "Tp N (H.jcl^
j

fsf ( £. ) ^ £

and since E' may take values from 10 to I30, the overall pile-

up count, rate is'

Or the overall pile-up counting rate is L S where S is the

above double integral. Thus, the pile-up counting rate can
"130

^

N( E«)dE'.
MO

But a consideration of I^ (E') for various source strengths

above double mregrai. 1 hus , the piie-up

be expressed as X .^ 1 S A n where n =1
p^2; /I

indicates thar the corresponding values of S are proportional

to the source strength squared. Consequently, if the

shape of the spectrum is assumed, as a first approximation,

to be independenr of the source strength, „^ should be

S
consrant. Accordingly the quantity F is defined to be T~ ^

where n. is rhe counring rare of the weakest: source over

the interval 10 to I30, and S is the corresponding double

he



integral. Pile-up effects for the weakest source are

assumed to be negligible.

To determine F, the double integral S was evaihia-

ted graphically with the use of a planimeter. The value for

n , as obtained from the measured spectrum, was correlated

with a simultaneous scaler measurement taken from 22f to

130.

DETERMINATION OF T'

The determination of n in equation (1) for the other

three sources was based upon a direct comparison of their

activity with that of the weakest source. This was done

simply by using an integral discriminator setting correspond-

ing to channel 2i+ and by measuring the counting rates for

each of the four sources. The above counting rates were

then corrected for the dead time of the scaler that was

used.

The discriminator setting corresponding to channel 2I4.

was sufficiently high that the above counting rates were in

error due to pile-up that is contributed by the portion of

the spectrum below channel 2^.. An analysis of this effect

( similar to that used to determine the principle pile-up term

in equation (1)) resulted in converting equation (1) into a

quadratic equ ation in "Z^ where fi was replaced by the

corresponding counting rate uncorrected for pile-up.

Observed data for the two strongest sources then led to
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a quadratic equation in i^ with B eliminated. =<= An

accurate approximate solurion of this equation yielded a

value of "^ ^ 0.28 >( sec. The effect of pile-up in

determining the true source strengths was to increase the

"uncorrected" pile-up time by k-%

,

The consistency of the entire set of data was

checked by using equation (1) with the above value of pile-up

time, to predict m for the two weakest sources. The

agreement with the measured values of m was excellent;

therefore, the determination of pile-up time should be

reliable. The principle uncertainty undoubtably rests with

the assumption rhat rhe factor F is constant for all source

strengths. The uncertainty in '^ due to this assumption

is arbitrarily assumed to be 20%.

-DETERMINATION OF THE COMPOSITE SILVER PULSE-
HEIGHT SPECTRUM AS A FUNCTION OF TIME

In order to calculate the pile-up corrections for each of

the two types of decay runs as a function of time, it was

necessary to deduce the composite silver pulse-height

spectrum as a function of timae. This was done by measuring

the pulse-height spectrum in two different ways. The

first spectrum was obtained by activating the silver sample

in the identical manner used in regular decay runs. However,

* B was found to be 3.8? x 10"'^.
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counts "were not recorded on the pulse-height analyzer

until after a four minute delay from the termination of

activation. This delay constituted ten of the short half-

110
lives; therefore, most of the Ag activity had died out.*

Therefore, the resulting spectrum -was principally that of

the longer-lived (2.4 min. ) Ag ^°. The counts recorded

on the pulse-height analyzer were corrected for analyzer

108,
dead time. The initial counting rate (due to Ag ) for a

given channel ( corresponding to the end of the activation

period) was computed using the 2.4 minute half-life and the

corrected counts for the given channel.

The second spectrum was recorded immediately follow-

ing activation. However, in order to decrease the effect

of analyzer dead time, the neutron flux was 16^ of the

flux used in the regular decay runs. The channel counts

for this run were corrected for dead time and normalized

to the first pulse-height spectrum run described above. The

normalization was accomplished by use of the monitor counts

which were recorded in each case.

The normalized counts in a particular channel now

represented counts from the composite spectrum. The

counts for this same channel obtained from the long half-life

* Actually, approximately ^^ of the activity 4 minutes after
activation was due to Ag
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spectrum were now subtracted from the above normalized

counts; the result represented the total counts arising

110
from the short-lived component (Ag ). Using the

published value of the short half-life and the total counts

1 1

n

110
arising from Ag

, the initial counting rate (due to Ag )

for this channel was then calculated. The two initial

counting rates, calculated as indicated above, were then

used to determine the overall counting rate for the i'th

channel versus time by using the following relation:

n. = n e^+n e*
1 OSj olj

where n and n , are the initial counting rates for the
OS. ol.

1 1

short and long-lived components calculated as described

above. ^ and n. are the decay constants for the

short and long half-lives. n. is the predicted counting rate

for the i'th channel at the time, t.

The calculations of the two initial channel counting

rates, as well as the channel counting rates versus time

were made with the SPECTRUM computer program. (See

Appendix 1 for SPECTRUM.) These spectra were

plotted (See Figure 8) and used as described in the follow-

ing section in the calculation of pile-up corrections.
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CALCULATION OF PILE-UP CORRECTIONS

By using the formula expressing counting rate of any

channel versus time for the silver pulse-height spectrum,

the spectrum can be constructed for any instant of time

following the end of silver activation. (See Figure 7

showing the silver spectrum at three different times.) If

E represents the integral discriminator setting used for

recording decay counts, then in a manner similar to that

used in the previous section (Determination of Pile-Up Time)

the pile-up ccunt rate recorded at this instant of time

should he".

E
t,Tc] N(E') N(E") dE"

:-E«

dE'

where N(E') represents the counts/sec-energy interval of

the silver pulse-height spectrum at the given time, at the

energy E'

.

For the single-component decay runs, E corresponded

to channel I30, and for the double-component runs E

corresponded to channel 21+. By plotting the composite

silver spectrum for the timies t - 0, 1+0, 80, 120, I60

,

200, and 21^0 seconds, the quantity S was computed

(integration was performed with a planimeter) for each

type of run (i.e., for both values of E) at each of the
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above times after activation. With the value of i" as
P

determined previously, the pile-up count rate was calculated

for each of the above times for both types of decay runs.

For a given type of run, a plot of the pile-up count

rate versus time was made using the above results. Values

of pile-up counts/interval corresponding to the mid-points

of the timing intervals used in the decay measurements

were taken from the resulting curve. The corrections were

then applied to the raw data according to the expression:

Corrected counts/interval = Raw counts/interval -

/Monitor Counts \ ,^., ,. ,.
/ TT

—

r- -^r—T~ J I
(Pile-up counts/interval)

I Monitor Standard^

where Monitor Counts are those counts taken during a

particular measurement as described in Section III, and

the Monitor Standard refers to the monitor counts taken

during the first silver beta spectrum measurements (obtained

by activating the silver in a manner identical to that of the

regular decay runs).

The two-second raw data-points were compiled in

groups of four giving an eight second timing interval per

input point to FRANTIC. The pile-up correction described

above was then applied to the compiled data. Compilation and

corrections were performed by the ADDUP computer

program (see Appendix 2). ADDUP also prepared other input

cards necessary for the FRANTIC program.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS .

CONCLUSIONS

The most likely sources of systematic error in the in-

vestigation are the dead time, and pile-up time, sample impur-

ity, and spurious pulses in the detection system from electrical

pick-up. An increase in the pile-up time of the order of 20^

110would bring the average values of the Ag ^ half-life deter-

mined by the two methods, to within 0.3^ of perfect agree-

ment. An increase in the dead time would also bring the

values into closer agreement. It, therefore, seems reasonable

that much of the disagreement between the two methods could

easily be accounted for by systematic errors in the pile-up

time and the dead time.

Some of the disagreement between the calculated half-

life values and the published values of 24.5 seconds and 2.1+

( 2)minutes^ could be explained by the presence of impurities in

the sample. If the disagreement was caused by impurities

(which are most likely gamma-active), then it would appear

that there was at least one impurity whose half-life is less

than 2i+ seconds and another whose half-life lies between 21+

seconds and 2.1+ minutes. If the disagreement was caused by

spurious pulses, the rate of these spurious pulses must be

dependent on the counting rate entering the detection system.

Although systematic errors of the types mentioned

above may account for the disagreement with published
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values of the half-lives, the agreement between the two

methods for finding the shorter half-life, indicates the

validity of the single-component method. This is further

supported by the fact that neither the measured short or

long half-lives ( determined by either the single or the

double-component methods) were altered appreciably by

changing the start of the first input data point to FRANTIC

from 2 to 20 seconds after the end of activation (see

Section IV). It is therefore concluded that this method

of half-life determination, as demonstrated in this investiga-

tion, is valid and is inherently capable of yielding high-

accuracy results.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are presented as

possible areas for improvement so that this investigation

might be carried on to more fruitful results:

1. A new detector base should be designed which

will allow removal of the rabbit without turning off the

high voltage supply to the photomultiplier tube. The detector

system is extremely sensitive to the photomultiplier high

voltage, therefore, this possible source of error should be

eliminated before further investigations are made.

2. The automatic timing and control circuit should be

built and put into operation.
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3. A thorough check of the electronic equipment

should be made and if necessary the isolation of this

equipment from outside sources of interference should be

effected.

if. A.n even more detailed calculation of the pile-up

time should be carried out. This investigation would use

137Cs sources, as was done here, but would take the

counting-rate dependence of the spectral shape into account.

This more detailed calculation would reduce the systematic

error in the pile-up time.

5. A more accurate determination of dead time

should be conducted using two beta sources. This would

require careful design of sources and source holder.

6. An independent examination of the sample purity

could be conducted using spectroscopic analysis. If this

is not feasible, a direct investigation should be made to

determine possible beta and gamma contaminating activities

in the sample.
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